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invention of the private competing corporation. So that instead of a man

who made an invention having to gather tremendous sums of money in order

to work it to the point where it is practical, and to produce it and to

distribute it, you get a little money froi thousands oeople who put the

money in, risking only what they put in not everything as one ma; does if

he tries to develop (the invention). Arid puts this together and t

*makes money for many people who go together to form a corporation, and

this corporation is able to hire the best man it can to accomplish the

development of this invention for the carrying out of this irAdusta.il

thing. Of course, we haar about the wickedness of the great corporations.

I am sure corporations are run by and human beings are wicked, and

there is wickedness everywhere, and there is graft everywhere. That is

true as long as there are sinners in this world. But the thing that has

developed our civilization has been the fact that these corporations were
cqLC (

not government organizations that had a monopoly, and,go forward and do

many fine things but when things fail they ;just increase taxes a little bit.

Or they hide it somewhere in their reports. But these corporations have

been competing against other corporations. And if a corporation says, We

have ot to find a place for all the relatives of "r all the leaders of

our corporation and everything, everything is going nice

with us. Or we have got some *t+ graft that is giving us special advantages

The next things you know the corporation will go bankrupt. That's happened

over and over and over. Because we have competition among them. So we have

this tremendously involved system we have today. Well you might say, We

as Christians are interested in the Lord and the Lord's work, what do we

care? What if the world has this tremendous advanced material culture we

have today. pr whether e live like people did 150 yrs. ago when you could

hardly get anything for at least 100 miles away from where you were. The

life to us today would seem absolutely unbelievably primitive 100 years ago.

Wt's the difference after all? Well let's say from a Christian viewpoint
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